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Abstract

Imperfect information is widely acknowledged to hamper the adoption of en-

ergy efficient technologies. In this paper, we study supply-side implications of the

associated incentive structure. We build on existing evidence suggesting that energy

efficiency owns a credence component, whereby the supply side of the market has

more information about what technology is best for consumers. The literature on

credence goods markets suggests that informational advantage by an expert-seller

leads to market inefficiencies, including low trade volume. We start by developing

a simple framework to study supply-side incentives related to the provision of en-

ergy efficient technologies. We then document inefficiencies and potential remedies

by discussing linkages between an empirical literature on credence goods and that

on the market for energy efficiency. Doing so, we identify policy implications and

research gaps that are relevant for the adoption of energy efficiency technologies.
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1 Introduction

Energy is consumed for the services it provides, and consumers need a technology to

transform energy into these services. Energy efficiency measures how much of these

valuable services can be obtained for a given unit of energy input. It follows that, by

adopting more efficient energy-transforming technologies, consumers can potentially

lower energy use without affecting the amount of services they consume.1 Because

of externalities associated with energy use, and in particular fossil resources that con-

tribute to both local (e.g. airborne particulate matter) and global (e.g. carbon dioxide)

emissions, many countries actively promote the adoption of energy efficient technolo-

gies in order to reduce energy consumption (Gillingham et al., 2016). As highlighted by

Allcott and Greenstone (2012), these policies ought to target inefficiencies on the mar-

ket for energy technologies. The existing literature emphasizes informational failure

that affect investment behavior, including imperfect information about and inattention

to future energy savings (see also Gerarden et al., 2017).

We argue that the supply-side of the market for energy technology holds relevant

information and may have little incentives to share it with consumers. Based on this ob-

servation, this paper focuses on supply-side incentives associated with the asymmetric

information on the market for energy technologies and implied market inefficiencies.

As initially put forward by Sorrell (2004) and recently discussed by Giraudet (2018)

and Plambeck and Taylor (2019), consumers do not directly observe the level of energy

efficiency of alternative technologies. They are therefore unable to gauge whether a

technology meets their needs both before and after the purchase/installation. One im-

plication is that consumers need to rely on information provided by the supply-side of

the market in order to identify which option is best suited for their needs. In turn, the

fact that the supply-side of the market possesses an informational advantage implies

1 Note that energy efficiency improvements reduce the relative price of energy services, which may
lead to an increase in the demand for these services. Therefore, improving energy efficiency does not
imply a one-to-one reduction of energy consumption (see Chan and Gillingham, 2015).
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that the market for energy efficient technologies inherits the properties and inefficien-

cies of markets for credence good.2

In Section 2 we start by considering energy efficiency investment decisions in rela-

tion to the basic credence goods model of Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006). This frame-

work allows us to identify sources of inefficiencies associated with credence goods, and

discuss “baseline” results from the seminal implementation of credence goods markets

in the laboratory by Dulleck et al. (2011). In the next step, we relate the framework of

Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006) to the simple model for energy efficiency investments

by Allcott and Greenstone (2012), clarifying which aspects of investment decisions are

likely to be affected by informational asymmetries. This delivers the main contribution

of this work, namely identifying how inefficiencies studied in the credence goods lit-

erature translate in the context of energy efficiency investment decisions, and how the

credence component of energy-using technologies can affect market efficiency.

Conceptually, the credence goods framework provides a supply-side perspective on

the observed tendency of consumers invest “too little” in energy efficiency, seemly fail-

ing to realize financial benefits from energy savings (the energy efficiency gap, see Jaffe

and Stavins, 1994a). Indeed, theoretical studies on credence goods such as Emons

(1997) and Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006) suggest that asymmetric information in-

duces a reduction in trade volume on credence goods market. The necessity to trust

expert-sellers comes from the possibility of inefficient supply-side behavior, which can

be classified in three possible outcomes: (i) expert-sellers supply a lower quality than

what the consumer needs (undertreatment), (ii) the quality supplied is higher than

what is needed (overtreatment), and (iii) expert-sellers charge for good or services that

are of higher quality than what is actually supplied (overpricing). While asymmetric

information is only one of the factors affecting the energy efficiency gap, understanding

2 Energy transforming technologies may require an installation (e.g. heating systems) or can directly
be used by consumers (e.g. technologies such as a fridge or a car). As we discuss below, the quality
of both the technology and of the installation affect realized energy savings and can give rise to
information asymmetry.
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how the market fails in relation to supply-side incentives is important for the design of

public policies.3

Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006) suggests two institutional features of credence

goods markets that can potentially restore market efficiency without external inter-

vention. First, verifiability refers to a case in which consumers are able to verify the

characteristics of the product after installation. Second, liability represents a case in

which expert-sellers are liable to solve the consumers’ problem. Under specific condi-

tions, which we discuss below, either verifiability or liability leads to efficient trade in

markets for credence goods. In the context of energy efficiency investments, however,

neither verifiability nor liability are likely to solve the informational problem. The key

reason is the impossibility to ascertain, for each possible technology available on the

market, actual energy savings that will be achieved. Also ex-post, after purchase and/or

installation, measuring energy use per unit of service and defining a valid counterfactual

remain a costly and challenging endeavor (see e.g. Joskow and Marron, 1992; Burlig

et al., 2017). Realized energy savings are influenced by exogenous factors (e.g. the

weather) and endogenous factors (e.g. changes in the demand for energy services).

This leads us to discuss energy performance contracting as a way to align supply- and

demand-side interests (see e.g. Sorrell, 2007; Klinke, 2018). However, insights from the

credence goods literature suggest that the difficulty to credibly quantify energy savings

for many relevant energy-transforming technologies limits the range of applications of

performance contracting.

In Section 3, we turn to a review of the empirical evidence from the credence goods

literature, building on the work of Kerschbamer and Sutter (2017). This part of the

paper overviews results from experimental markets for credence goods, as well as field

3 Gerarden et al. (2017) distinguish between three categories of factors explaining an energy efficiency
gap: market failures (including asymmetric information), deviations from the canonical behavioral
framework (e.g. loss aversion), and flaws in the modeling framework such as incorrect cost calcula-
tions for some of the options. As we discuss in the text below, some behavioral and modeling flaws
can be seen as originating from the credence component of energy technologies.
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evidence for products such as car repairs, taxi rides, and medical treatments.4 This af-

fords the second main contribution of our paper, namely drawing implications of the

credence goods literature for the design of policies targeting the adoption of energy-

efficient technologies. Our objective is to use the drivers of market inefficiencies iden-

tified in the credence goods literature to organize and discuss selected contributions to

the energy efficiency literature. Put another way, our work provides a novel perspective

on empirical evidence derived in the context of energy efficiency.

Concretely, we consider four important characteristics that affect supply-side behav-

ior in markets for credence goods. First, we discuss the degree of informational asym-

metry between consumers and expert-sellers, and the conditions under which mitigating

the information gap reduces market inefficiency. Experimental evidence by Balafoutas

et al. (2013) suggests that consumers who signal to be informed about the characteris-

tics of a credence good are more likely to receive a correct treatment. In the context of

energy efficiency, informing consumers is directly related to the use of energy efficiency

labels and certification (see e.g. Newell and Siikamäki, 2014). Our reading of the litera-

ture leads us to emphasize the trust component in energy efficiency labels, and the role

for independent third parties (or competing experts) to test whether the actual energy

intensity of technologies corresponds to the certified energy efficiency. Moreover, in an

effort to enforce trust on the market for energy efficiency, we highlight the need to make

suppliers liable to deliver products that are in line with the certification.

The second dimension of credence goods markets we consider is the necessity to

carry out a diagnostic, and the ensuing possibility to separate diagnostic from treat-

ment. In the context of energy efficiency, this can take the form of independent energy

audits. Supply-driven inefficiencies are expected to decrease if one expert is paid to

perform the diagnostic and another expert is paid to perform the treatment, as the di-

4 In our view, laboratory experiments and field studies provide complementary evidence. The former
allows to systematically vary selected institutional aspects of decisions in a controlled environment,
while the latter quantifies the magnitude of inefficiencies for real-world decisions.
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agnosing expert has no incentives to recommend inappropriate products. The literature

on credence goods, however, suggests that separate diagnostic can also worsen ineffi-

ciencies because it introduces an additional cost to market participation (Greiner et al.,

2017; Mimra et al., 2016). We further discuss the possibility of ex-post auditing (Allcott

and Greenstone, 2017) as another approach to improve market efficiency in a credence

goods framework. Policies that lower the cost of third party audits, both before and af-

ter purchase/installation can mitigate the credence component of energy technologies

and favor trust in the behavior of expert-sellers.

Third, we discuss how third party reimbursement reduces market efficiency in cre-

dence goods markets (e.g. Kerschbamer et al., 2016; Balafoutas et al., 2017). In partic-

ular, empirical evidence shows that experts are inclined to overtreat and overprice con-

sumers whenever a third party (e.g. an insurance) covers the cost of the treatment. The

use of subsidies for energy efficient technologies makes these results highly relevant for

the design of energy and environmental policy. We relate results from credence goods

markets to empirical evidence on consumer subsidies and sales incentives by Allcott and

Sweeney (2017). Overall, this suggests that the presence of asymmetric information di-

minishes the effectiveness of subsidies in the adoption of energy efficient technologies,

although further research on how subsidies affect pricing behavior by expert-sellers is

needed.

Finally, we examine the role of reputation and repeated interactions in the context

of credence goods in general and energy efficiency in particular. The basic credence

goods model suggests that honest expert-sellers will be driven out of the market, which

is reminiscent of the lemons problem discussed in Akerlof (1970). Providing mech-

anisms for expert-sellers to signal their trustworthiness, such as neutral third parties

publishing credible information about quality of service received, can contribute to help

expert-sellers establish a good reputation. We emphasize, however, that the difficulty

to quantify energy savings is again crucial for reputation-building by expert-sellers and

whether consumers trust reputation information (see Gillingham and Tsvetanov, 2018).
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The paper concludes in Section 4 by summarizing policy implications of our work

and bringing together suggestions for future research.

2 Credence goods and energy efficiency

This section discusses the relationship between credence goods and energy efficiency.

First, we briefly describe information asymmetries associated with credence goods and

implied market inefficiencies using the general framework of Dulleck and Kerschbamer

(2006) and the related experimental procedure by Dulleck et al. (2011). Second, we

present a simple representation of decisions to invest in energy efficiency and clarify

the sources of asymmetric information on the market for energy efficiency. Finally, we

discuss verifiability and liability in the context of energy efficiency investments, as well

as the role of energy performance contracting.

2.1 Credence goods and market inefficiencies

As in Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006), consider a consumer with a problem that can

be either minor or severe. The consumer, however, does not know which of the two

conditions he faces, and hence whether an expensive treatment qh or a cheap treatment

ql is needed. This classification mirrors a setting in medical treatments or car repairs,

but it can also be interpreted more broadly as representing preferences of a consumer

for a particular product or service. What sets credence goods apart from other goods

is incomplete knowledge about own needs, both before and after treatment (Emons,

1997). To assess which good qh or ql is needed, the consumer relies on an expert-seller

to perform a diagnostic. The expert-seller then recommends either qh or ql, supplies the

good, and charges either ph or pl (with ph > pl). Note that, since the consumer does

not observe his condition after treatment, either price can be charged regardless of the

good supplied.

This simple setting is the basis of the experimental market for credence goods stud-
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ied in Dulleck et al. (2011) and implemented as a stage game in which one consumer

interacts with one expert-seller. Throughout the game, each consumer only knows that

qh is needed with probability h and ql with probability 1−h (h is set to 0.5). The expert-

seller faces a cost for performing high vs. low treatments, with ch > cl, and these costs

are common knowledge. One implication is that, by observing prices, the consumer can

determine markups and hence incentives for expert-sellers to supply either goods.

In the first stage, the expert-seller posts prices ph and pl, and the consumer decides

whether he wants to participate in the market or not. If the consumer opts out, the

stage game stops and both participants receive an outside option o > 0. If the consumer

opts in, the game moves on to a second stage in which the expert-seller learns about

the severity of the consumers problem (akin to a diagnostic), elects to supply either qh

or ql, and charges either ph or pl (independently of the treatment performed). At the

end of the stage game, the payoffs for expert-sellers is the difference between the price

charged and the cost of the good supplied: πs = pcharged − csupplied. For the consumer, if

the problem is solved (qsupplied ≥ qneeded), the payoff is πc = v − pcharged, where v > 0. If

instead qsupplied < qneeded, v = 0 and the consumer gets πc = −pcharged.

In this setting, market efficiency requires that the sum of surpluses is maximized.

With the baseline parametrization, this occurs when the consumer opts into the market,

and the expert-sellers recommends the appropriate treatment. However, asymmetric

information gives rise to three types of supply-side behavior that lowers trades and

reduce market efficiency. First, undertreatment occurs if the consumer needs qh, but the

expert-seller supplies ql. This implies that the problem of the consumer is not solved,

hence v = 0. Second, overtreatment occurs when the consumer needs ql but receives

qh. In this case the problem is solved (v > 0), but some of the tasks performed by the

expert-seller are unnecessary. Third, overpricing is a situation in which the consumer

receives ql and is charged ph, so that the consumer pays for a good that he did not

receive.

A purely selfish expert-seller who maximizes own surplus always supplies ql and
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charges ph (i.e. πs = ph − cl). For consumers who need ql this implies overpricing,

while for those needing qh both overpricing and undertreatment occur simultaneously.

Experimental results by Dulleck et al. (2011) show that 88 percent of consumers in the

ql condition are subject to overpricing, and 53 percent of consumers in the qh condi-

tion are undertreated. By contrast, overtreatment is only observed in 6 percent of all

interactions, as it is always dominated by overpricing (ph − cl > ph − ch).5

Similar to the lemons problem in Akerlof (1970), profit maximizing expert-sellers

who undertreat and overprice drive out of the market those who install adequate qual-

ity and charge adequate prices. Moreover, consumers who expect selfish behavior by

expert-sellers are better off opting out of the market (πc = o), leading to a collapse of

the market. In Dulleck et al. (2011), the share of consumers who opt out increases from

around 40 percent in the first period to about 80 percent in the last period. Further-

more, consumers who are undertreated in period t − 1 are significantly more likely to

opt out of the market in period t. While complete market breakdown does not occur,

mainly because some expert-sellers display other-regarding preferences and do not un-

dertreat (see also Kerschbamer et al., 2017), the low level of trades is associated with

significant market inefficiencies.6

2.2 Energy efficiency as a credence good: A simple framework

We now turn to energy-transforming technologies, which include heating and/or cool-

ing systems, vehicles, lighting equipments, and electric appliances such as fridges or

freezers. For all these products, alternatives available on the market are typically differ-

entiated with respect to their energy efficiency (among other things). In the following,

5 This is a results of the parametrization of the experiment. In real world markets for credence goods,
overtreatment is frequently observed (see e.g. Rasch and Waibel, 2017; Baniamin and Jamil, 2018;
Gottschalk et al., 2017). Moreover, Emons (1997) shows that experts who are capacity constrained
have incentives to overtreat if they do not face enough consumers. We come back to this below.

6 Beck et al. (2014) replicate this experimental design with car mechanics instead of a students subject
pool, with comparable results. A key difference is that mechanics are found to be more likely to
overtreat, although the difference declines as the game is repeated.
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we discuss the credence nature of energy efficient technologies in the context of a sim-

ple model, combining the representation of energy efficiency investment decisions by

Allcott and Greenstone (2012) with the primitives of credence goods model by Dulleck

and Kerschbamer (2006) discussed above.

Consider two different versions of an energy-transforming technology, namely an

energy efficient version qh and an energy inefficient version ql. The upfront price for

each option ph and pl covers the technology and its installation, and subsequently con-

sumers pay the energy cost associated with the quantity of energy services consumed,

denoted mi.7 As per Dulleck et al. (2011), consumers can be of either one of two types,

a high usage type mh and a low usage type ml, with mh > ml. The type of consumers in

turn determines the cost-minimizing technology: for mh the more efficient version qh is

cost minimizing, whereas for ml technology ql is cost minimizing.

Formally, qh is cost-minimizing for consumer i whenever the following inequality

holds:
pemi (el − eh)

1 + r
> ph − pl , (1)

where pe is the private unit cost of energy, el and eh represent energy intensity of each

technology (with el > eh), and r > 0 is a risk adjusted discount rate.8 However, the

consumer cannot know whether the inequality holds, and hence whether he needs qh

or ql. First, energy efficiency as measured by el and eh cannot be directly observed by

consumers. Instead, consumers need to rely on external information in the form of

engineering or sales agent expertise (unless there is some certification, something we

discuss below). Second, the consumer typically only imperfectly observes mi, and there

is potentially some cost to ascertain it. By contrast, an expert-seller knows both el and

7 The framework can easily accommodate a situation in which the inefficient option is the status quo,
as in Allcott and Greenstone (2012), by setting pl = 0. Considering instead a replacement decision
is closer to the setting of Dulleck et al. (2011) in which the consumer faces a problem and seeks a
solution.

8 For simplicity, usage-rate mi is assumed to be unaffected by the type of technology installed. This
abstracts from a rebound effect and is in line with Allcott and Greenstone (2012).
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eh, and can perform a diagnostic to quantify mi (e.g. by estimating energy consumption

behavior or predicting it based on individual characteristics such as household size and

habits).

A crucial component of this framework is energy savings (mi(el − eh)), which de-

termine which technology is cost-minimizing, and asymmetric information on both ei

and mi can give rise to market inefficiencies and low trade volume inherent to credence

goods. In particular, while we discuss evidence on supply-side inefficiencies in detail

below, possible outcomes identified in the credence goods literature can be summarized

as follows. First, undertreatment occurs when the energy efficient technology qh is cost-

minimizing, but the energy inefficient technology ql is supplied.9 Second, overtreatment

implies that ql is cost-minimizing for the consumer (i.e. the consume is of type ml), but

the expert-seller supplies qh. Third, overpricing corresponds to a case in which ql is

installed but the price of qh is charged.

It follows from this framework that energy efficiency investment decisions involve a

component of trust, which is independent from perceived risks associated with energy

efficient technologies (Gillingham and Palmer, 2014). In turn, this may lead consumers

to stay out of the market, thereby contributing to the energy efficiency gap. Based

on this, we proceed with a discussion of how properties of credence good markets

contribute to the extent of market inefficiencies, and relate these to energy efficiency

investment decisions and policies affecting these.

2.3 Verifiability, liability, and energy contracting

Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006) highlights two features of credence good markets that

can restore market efficiency without external intervention, namely verifiability and

9 Intuitively, for high usage mh consumers, savings on energy expenditures associated with the energy
efficient technology more than compensate higher investment costs. In our setup, it does not matter
whether the appropriate quality is recommended by the expert and then inappropriately installed or
whether inappropriate quality is recommended in the first place. In both cases, the consumer ends
up being undertreated.
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liability. In the following, we discuss both institutional features in the context of energy

efficient technologies. This leads us to consider energy performance contracting as a

response to the credence component of energy efficiency investments.

2.3.1 Verifiability and energy efficiency

Under verifiability, consumers are able to identify, after treatment, whether the expert-

seller has installed qh or ql. As a consequence, verifiability rules out the possibility of

overpricing, and the expert will supply the treatment that maximizes his profits. In

the context of Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006), where consumers know ci, expert-

sellers can only attract consumers under equal markups: ph − ch = pl − cl.10 Together

with an assumption that expert-sellers install the appropriate quality whenever they are

indifferent, this leads to an efficient outcome (see Emons, 1997, for a similar result).

Experimental results from Dulleck et al. (2011) indicate, however, that verifiability

does not increase market efficiency compared to the baseline. There are two main rea-

sons for this. First, equal markup prices are posted in only four percent of interactions,

which gives rise to incentives to overtreat or undertreat. Second, some expert-sellers

display antisocial preferences, leading them to supply the inappropriate treatment even

if it generates lower profits (see Kerschbamer et al., 2017, for further evidence on this).

The impact of verifiability on market efficiency in experimental credence goods markets

is therefore limited.

In the context of energy efficiency, verifiability requires that consumers are able to

observe whether technology qh or ql is operating, which implies measuring (verifying)

energy savings mi(el − eh) after purchase/installation. One empirical challenge to veri-

fiability is the definition of a valid counterfactual for energy consumption (e.g. with an

inefficient technology, see Joskow and Marron, 1992). In fact a branch of the literature

on energy efficiency is dedicated to the estimation of energy savings achieved by improv-

10 If the markup associated with one of the treatments is higher, the associated product can be expected
to be supplied independently of the actual condition faced by the consumer.
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ing energy efficiency in buildings. For example, Dubin et al. (1986) and Fowlie et al.

(2018) use randomized control rials to estimate counterfactual energy consumption of

renovated buildings, while Burlig et al. (2017) employ machine learning techniques to

product energy use in the absence of energy retrofits. However, for individual investors

the difficulty to quantify realized energy savings remains, so that the ex-post quality of

the installation remains unobserved.

An absence of variability creates incentives for expert-sellers to overstate the quality

of their product, as measured by ei, a form of undertreatment. Therefore, the frame-

work suggests that energy technologies are prone to a difference between ex-ante val-

ues for ei, which may be used by expert-sellers to market their products, and realized

values for ei measured in the field. In line with this, early empirical evidence from a

meta-analysis by Nadel and Keating (1991) suggests a systematic upward bias in ex-

ante predictions, while Davis et al. (2014) estimates that program to replace inefficient

refrigerators in Mexico achieved only a quarter of predicted savings. The above-cited

studies on buildings retrofits also confirm that realized energy savings tend to be sys-

tematically below ex-ante estimates.

In sum, verifiability is both difficult and costly, which can explain differences in

measures of ei and energy savings before and after purchase/installation. In turn, the

credence goods model suggests that this may lead consumers to stay out of the market,

reducing participation on the market for energy efficiency. From a policy perspective,

this may instead induce policy-makers to target measures that are not cost-effective

(Fowlie et al., 2018).

2.3.2 Liability and contracting for energy efficiency

Under liability the expert is made liable for supplying an appropriate treatment. In

the setup of Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006) and Dulleck et al. (2011) a liable expert

does not have the possibility to install ql if the consumer needs qh, ruling out under-

treatment. Experimental results suggest that the associated reduction in the expected
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loss by consumers nearly doubles market participation, as measured by the number of

trades. Market efficiency is, however, hampered by overpricing, which is observed in 75

percent of trades.

While liability can easily be introduced in a laboratory environment, in the field it

may not be feasible to rule out undertreatment (e.g. through fines). In the case of en-

ergy efficiency, quality control is difficult to enforce (Gerarden et al., 2017), incentiviz-

ing expert-sellers to cut down costs at the installation stage and undertreat consumers.

For example, Giraudet et al. (2018) provide evidence that energy savings achieved by

attic insulation and duct sealing interventions are lower when installed on a Friday, and

interpret this as a change in labor costs before the weekend. Despite this realization of

undertreatment, it is difficult to enforce penalties for relatively low energy savings, as

energy savings are affected by energy consumption which may fluctuate for exogenous

reasons.

One approach to enforce liability is energy performance contracting, whereby an

expert-seller selects and installs a technology, and is subsequently entitled to a share

of the financial gains associated with realized energy savings. The structure of the

contract should be such that expert-sellers maximize profits by installing the cost mini-

mizing technology (Tietenberg, 2009). Energy performance contracts would therefore

make undertreatment unattractive, as expert-sellers would forgo profits associated with

energy savings. Similarly, installation costs are borne by expert-sellers, which prevents

overpricing. The contract may also contain incentives for expert-sellers to maintain or

improve energy savings (see Sorrell, 2007).11

In practice, however, getting consumers and expert-sellers to contract on energy

technology faces a number of barriers. First, the difficulty to define a baseline and

estimate realized energy savings remains. While this has led the contracting industry to

11 Importantly, performance contracting can also be applied in the context of other credence, and Bester
and Dahm (2017) discuss the possibility to spread payments to healthcare providers in the future
conditional on patients’ satisfaction with the treatment.
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design standardized estimation procedure, essentially a before/after comparison with

ad-hoc adjustments for the consumption of energy services (see Efficiency Valuation

Organization, 2018), it can only be applied to specific investments. Second, Klinke

(2018) provides survey evidence that economic viability is a significant barrier, mainly

because of the risk associated with future energy savings. For example, external factors

such as the weather may affect realized energy savings and induce a risk that the supply-

side may not be willing to hold.

We conclude that liability can improve market efficiency for a limited number of

energy-transforming technologies, either through regulation and fines or through en-

ergy performance contracting. However, in many cases, exogenous and endogenous

variability in realized energy savings hampers the possibility to make expert-sellers li-

able for failure to deliver energy savings in line with ex-ante projections.

3 Empirical evidence from credence goods markets: Im-

plications for energy efficiency policies

In this section we review existing empirical evidence on credence goods markets and

link it to the literature on energy efficiency. The structure of our argument broadly

follows Kerschbamer and Sutter (2017), and we focus on four institutional features that

are relevant for energy efficiency: (i) the degree of information asymmetry and the role

of certification; (ii) separation between diagnostic and treatment in relation to energy

audits; (iii) third party reimbursement and subsidies to energy efficient technologies;

and (iv) reputation and repeated interactions in a market for emerging technologies.

3.1 Informing consumers and certification

Market inefficiencies associated with credence goods stem from an informational advan-

tage held by the supply-side of the market. Therefore, a natural approach to improve

market efficiency is to inform consumers. Indeed, as initially put forward by Darby and
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Karni (1973), market inefficiencies are proportional to differences in information. Im-

perfect information on the market for energy efficient technologies has been identified

as an important driver of market inefficiencies (e.g. Allcott and Wozny, 2014; Jacobsen,

2015). For consumers, information on el, eh and mi (from energy labels or any other

sources) would transform energy efficiency in a search good, thus reducing a key source

of market inefficiencies.

Field experimental evidence in the context of taxi rides reported by Balafoutas et al.

(2013) quantifies how the supply-side of the market exploits the degree of asymmetric

information. The authors find that taxi drivers (expert-sellers of cab rides) are more

likely to overtreat consumers who explicitly state that they are unfamiliar with the city

by taking them on a detour. Moreover, when a consumer signals to be a foreigner, the

probability of that the driver applies a false tariff and charges extra fees increases, and

these are both instances of overpricing. By contrast, consumers who use their smart-

phone to suggest directions to the driver, thereby signaling some degree of expertise,

are less subject to overtreatment and overpricing.12

Labels for energy-using technologies inform consumers about energy consumption

and have been introduced in many countries (e.g. U.S. Federal Trade Commission, 1979;

European Commission, 2013, for the United States and the EU respectively). Empiri-

cal evidence suggests that the information transmitted on labels helps consumers to

make cost efficient decisions. For example, Newell and Siikamäki (2014) test alterna-

tive designs for information contained in energy labels and emphasize the importance

of information on financial savings. A closely related research by Davis and Metcalf

(2016) shows that providing tailored information on usage rates (mi) results in more

cost efficient choices of air conditioners.

However, supply-side incentives associated with the credence nature of energy ef-

12 Similarly, in the medical domain, Gruber et al. (1999) and Gruber and Owings (1996) study the
frequency of natural births and cesarean deliveries as a function of the physicians’ incentives. They
report evidence that the probability of cesarean delivery is different if women have a physician in
their family, which presumably reflects lower informational asymmetry.
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ficiency may compromise trustworthiness of labels. Goeschl (2018) finds systematic

discrepancies between self-declared and verified energy efficiency ratings of refrigera-

tors sold in the EU market, and recent manipulation of fuel consumption and emissions

information in the car making industry (e.g. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

2018) suggest that labels are not sufficient to ensure that consumers use it as a trust-

worthy source of information. Following the credence goods framework, this can be

related to evidence that consumers remain at least partly inattentive to this information

(Sallee, 2014; Allcott and Knittel, 2017).

Trust in certification can potentially be addressed by competitor testing, whereby

competing expert-sellers verify information about products of competitors. Plambeck

and Taylor (2019) show that when violations of certification lead to fines or restricted

market access, competitor testing can be more effective in enforcing certification as

compared to a regulator. However, entry of non-compliant firms with low-quality prod-

ucts is still possible when the market share of these low quality products is not sufficient

to draw competitors to test the products.

Therefore, even if competitor testing is allowed, the need for a regulator to punish

violation of product certification remains. Related to this, a regulator may also intro-

duce minimum efficiency standards in order to avoid low-quality products entering the

market. Brucal and Roberts (2019) and Houde and Spurlock (2015) analyze a change

on minimum energy efficiency standards for several technologies, reporting evidence

that prices of the remaining products decline, while quality and consumer welfare in-

crease. These results suggest that removing highly inefficient technologies from the

market can increase overall consumer welfare.

Certification in the context of credence goods may may induce expert-sellers to in-

crease markups associated with energy efficient products. Houde (2018) studies pricing

behavior for suppliers of refrigerators who have have lost their energy certification, and
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estimates that certification increases the price of products by 2 to 5 percent.13 This sug-

gests that certification on markets for credence goods can lead expert-sellers to partially

appropriate expected benefits associated with lower energy consumption.14

Finally, we note that information may also come in the form of general recommenda-

tions such as web-based guidelines provided by the U.S. Department of Energy on how

consumers can perform energy audits themselves or estimate their energy use for certain

services.15 This may reduce the degree of asymmetric information when a diagnostic

is performed and can be used to signal knowledge about personal needs. However,

Gottschalk et al. (2017) reports field evidence in the context of dental care that such

information does not necessarily increases market efficiency. In particular, the authors

find that patients who signal knowledge obtained from an internet dentist platform,

which provides information on diagnostics, do not benefit from a lower probability of

overtreatment.

3.2 Separating diagnostic from treatment and independent energy

audits

Energy audits provide information on the appropriate (cost-minimizing) treatment for

consumers. However, if it is performed by an expert who also supplies the treatment to

the consumer, supply-side incentives may cause a problem of supply-induced demand

(e.g. for whichever option affords higher markups).16 This issue can be addressed by

13 A related paper by Fisher (2010) shows that vehicle manufacturers strategically select fuel efficiency
of vehicles to extract surplus from consumers with alternative tastes for this characteristic of vehicles.

14 Note that when costs are unobserved, consumers are unable to determine whether higher prices
reflect higher cost or surplus appropriation by the expert-seller. This possibility is ruled out in the
setup studied in Dulleck et al. (2011).

15 See for example the Energy Saver Program of the U.S. Department of Energy (2018). By contrast, the
National Energy Audit Tool (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012) is designed for experts on the supply
side (utility companies, residential energy professionals, auditors, energy consultants and analysts),
rather than for untaught consumers.

16 Similarly, Causholli et al. (2013) and Knechel (2013) discuss how auditing services (e.g. in the
context of accounting) share the characteristics of credence goods when the audit and the treatment
is performed by the same agent. They show that auditors may have incentives to under- or over-audit.
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separating the diagnostic from the treatment, so that the expert performs the diagnostic

while a seller supplies a treatment. While this reduces the scope to exploit asymmetric

information, the consumer may have to pay for a diagnostic separately. This creates an

additional barrier to the provision of a credence good.

Greiner et al. (2017) studies the separation of diagnostic and treatment experimen-

tally in the context of a physician-patient relationship. When the diagnostic is free,

consumers are more likely to seek one and treatment take-up increases. However, even

though the seller is forced to stick to the diagnostic provided by the expert, overtreat-

ment still occurs in 20 percent of all transactions (51 percent in the baseline), and un-

dertreatment increases from 7 to 24 percent.17 These results presumably reflect spiteful

behavior by experts since they earn no diagnosis fee. However, when the diagnostic is

costly, fewer patients seek a diagnostic and market efficiency declines. These effects are

confirmed in an experiment by Mimra et al. (2016), which shows that the possibility

for consumers to obtain multiple diagnostics before they interact with an expert-seller

lowers the probability of overtreatment, whereas diagnostic fees again reduce overall

welfare.

In the context of energy efficiency investments, Anderson and Newell (2004) dis-

cuss the role of energy audits and emphasize the distinction between the independent

auditor providing a diagnostic and the contractor who provides the service. Fleiter

et al. (2012) study subsidized energy audits by independent contractors for small and

medium companies. Survey evidence suggests that “consultants neutrality” was an im-

portant component of the program, which again highlights the importance of trust in

this market generally and in the measures recommended by the expert in particular.

However, empirical evidence reported in Fowlie et al. (2015) and Fowlie et al. (2018)

suggests that the demand for energy audits by households is small, with few households

17 Note that the consumer can opt out of the market after a diagnostic, and the parameters of the
experiment implies that both consumers and sellers benefit more from solving the high condition,
so that overtreatment is expected. By contrast, in Dulleck et al. (2011) equal markups implies that
overpricing dominates overtreatment.
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signing up for highly subsidized energy audits. In turn, such strategies have limited ef-

fect on energy efficiency investments (see also Abrahamse et al., 2005).

A related intervention is that of ex-post auditing, discussed in the field study by

Allcott and Greenstone (2017). In a first step, an independent state-certified auditor

performs a free diagnostic to assess the consumer situation (mi) and recommends the

level of energy efficiency. In a second step, a certified contractor installs the technology

(insulation, heating, cooling). After the work is completed the independent contrac-

tor returns to verify that the technology has been installed adequately. Allcott and

Greenstone (2017) find that the sequence of audits increases the willingness to pay

for unobserved (non-monetary) benefits associated with energy efficiency, leading 20

to 50 percent of consumers to install a technology with negative financial returns. A

combination of ex-ante and ex-post auditing may therefore act as a safeguard to supply

side inefficiencies arising from credence component of energy technology, although the

cost of these audits may significantly increase the barrier to energy efficient technology

adoption.

3.3 Third party reimbursement, subsidies and markups

Third party reimbursement represents a situation in which an expert-seller knows that

the price charged will at least partly be borne by a third party, such as an insurer or

an employer. Both theoretical predictions and empirical evidence shows that this leads

expert-sellers to overtreat and overprice consumers, and increase market inefficiencies.

We argue that this line of research is relevant for the design of energy efficiency policy,

in which subsidies often play an important role. In particular, subsidizing credence

goods is likely to affect pricing behavior or induce subsidy manipulation, and in turn

the incentives of an expert-seller to provide adequate services provision.

Kerschbamer et al. (2016) provides field evidence on third party reimbursement in

the market for computer repairs. When an expert-seller knows that the consumers is

insured, the average bill for a pre-specified problem is EUR 129, as compared to EUR
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59 when the consumer bares the full cost of the reparation. About one third of the

difference is due to overtreatment (performing unnecessary repairs), the rest being ex-

plained by overpricing (charging for services which were not provided). Similar results

for taxi rides are reported in Balafoutas et al. (2017), as passengers who state that their

expenses are reimbursed are more likely to be taken on a detour. In the healthcare con-

text, field evidence shows that physicians are more likely to overtreat when patients are

insured (Iizuka, 2007, 2012; Lu, 2014), and Huck et al. (2016) replicate this finding in

a laboratory experiment.18

In our framework, third-party reimbursement is akin to a situation where part of ph

and pl is not borne by the consumer. By contrast, subsidizing the energy efficient tech-

nology implies that part of ph is not borne by the consumer, which makes it more likely

that qh is cost-effective for a given mi. Therefore the traditional view is that subsidiz-

ing energy efficient technologies accelerates their adoption (Jaffe and Stavins, 1994b;

Comstock and Boedecker, 2011). However, results from the credence goods literature

indicate that expert-sellers are prone to manipulate both diagnostic and delivery to ap-

propriate (part of) the subsidy. For example, Iizuka (2007) shows that physicians who

can directly sell drugs to patients are more likely to prescribe those that afford higher

markups.

Subsidies may therefore affect supply-side incentives, notably through markups.

While evidence on how subsidies affect prices market dynamics for energy efficient tech-

nologies,19 Allcott and Sweeney (2017) provide experimentally controlled evidence on

how subsidies and markups affect expert-sellers behavior and the demand for water

heaters. They study the behavior of sales agents in a call center, who cannot manip-

ulating prices and instead rely on sales incentives, finding a strong complementarity

18 In addition to supply-side moral hazard, the authors also find evidence of demand side moral hazard,
as insured patients tend to consult physicians more often.

19 Evidence by Pless and van Benthem (2017) in the context of electricity-generating technologies sug-
gest that sellers of solar panels are indeed prone to price manipulation. See also Aldy et al. (2018)
and De Groote and Verboven (2019) for a discussion of subsidies on investment costs or on electricity
output.
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between financial incentives for the seller and those for consumers. In particular, such

joint incentives increase both the probability that the seller mentions financial savings

associated with the energy efficient water heater and the number of sales of the more

energy efficient technology. By contrast, a consumer rebate without sales incentives

does not lead the seller to disclose information about financial savings associated with

the energy efficient technologies, strategically marketing the energy efficient version to

a small minority of responsive consumers which ultimately results in undertreatment of

high usage consumers.

In sum, subsidies for energy efficiency interact with supply-side incentives, and given

the lack of verifiability and liability on the market for energy efficiency this may favor

strategic pricing and information disclosure. In turn, further research should be directed

at the design of subsidies in a market for credence goods and their impacts on prices.

3.4 Reputation and repeated interactions

In a context where trust matters, expectations about repeated interactions between

expert-sellers and consumers may encourage honest behavior. In line with this, Dul-

leck et al. (2011) find that providing consumers with information about interactions in

previous rounds reduces overpricing, and increases the number of trades. Reputational

concerns can potentially be relevant in the market for energy efficiency, for example by

providing trustworthy information about past behavior.20

Field evidence from car repairs by Rasch and Waibel (2017) suggests that garages in

vicinity of a highway, and who are presumably less orientated towards repeated busi-

ness, overprice more frequently. Similarly, Schneider (2012) finds that diagnosis fee for

car repairs is significantly higher if consumer signals a one-shot interaction (stating to be

moving away after the service and having moving boxes in the trunk). Note, however,

that Schneider (2012) finds no evidence that signaling repeated business opportuni-

20 One example where bilateral feedback systems have successfully enforced trust are online markets
for search goods (Tadelis, 2016).
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ties affect the quality of service, as undertreatment occurs with similar frequencies for

consumers who signal single or multiple interactions.

In the context of energy efficiency, investment decisions are infrequent, and at the

individual level it is difficult to leverage reputational concerns to induce honest behav-

ior. Nevertheless, the literature suggests that consumer learning and reputation building

by expert-sellers matters for investment decisions. In the market for cars, where con-

sumers can learn about unobserved quality attributes through the experience of other

consumers (e.g. through press reports), Heutel and Muehlegger (2015) show that adop-

tion of high quality hybrid vehicles (the Toyota Prius) propagated a signal of high quality

and increased the market share of all other models of hybrids. Conversely, the Honda

Insight was perceived to be of lower quality, and its adoption had a negative impact on

trust for that technology, leading to lower adoption rate for all other hybrid vehicles.

In the absence of verifiability, however, ex-post quality assessment for households is

costly (e.g. by an independent auditor), which implies that bilateral feedback schemes

are likely to be driven by subjective assessments and herding effects. Instead, what is

needed is a credible measures of the quality of expert-sellers, such as monetary and

energy savings realized after the installation of energy efficient technologies. In line

with this, Gillingham and Tsvetanov (2018) study a program in which households in-

terested in performing an energy audit of their dwelling are provided with information

on realized monetary and energy savings measured for other audited households. This

provides credible information about the trustworthiness of the expert-seller. In turn,

households who have access to such information are more likely to carry out an audit

themselves.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the credence component of energy-transforming

technologies, arguing that the credence goods framework can be useful to further our
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understanding of the adoption of energy efficient technologies and the associated en-

ergy efficiency gap. Starting from a basic model of energy efficiency investments, we

identify how asymmetric information can lead to three types of supply side inefficien-

cies discussed in the credence goods literature, as well as low market participation. We

highlight the difficulty to quantify energy savings, the associated failure of both veri-

fiability and liability, and the often observed discrepancy between ex-ante and ex-post

energy savings. Taken together, this suggests that insights about inefficiencies inherent

to credence goods, such as the baseline experiment of Dulleck et al. (2011), are useful

to inform the market for energy efficiency.

We then survey lab and field evidence on credence goods and relate key empirical

findings to the literature on the adoption of energy efficient technologies. We can sum-

marize the implications of our work for energy efficiency policies as follows. First, while

informing consumers is important, a lack of verifiability of energy savings can induce

supply-side incentives to manipulate information. Therefore, certification schemes and

labels involve a trust component, which implies that third party verification of infor-

mation credibility is necessary, and requires some form of supply-side liability for the

level of efficiency delivered. Second, in the presence of credence goods, access to in-

dependent diagnostic services helps consumers receive appropriate evaluations of their

problem, and can be used to mitigate supply-induced inefficiencies. However, empiri-

cal evidence suggests substantial transaction costs associated energy audits. It follows

that policies facilitating independent ex-post audits, together with platforms to allow

expert-sellers to build up a reputation for trustful behavior, provide an alternative ap-

proach to mitigate supply-induced inefficiencies. Third, the credence component of

energy efficiency also has implications for the design of subsidies. Expert-sellers may

partly capture these through pricing behavior, including overpricing, and overtreatment

may raise the cost of replacing existing technologies, and in turn reduce the demand.

Understanding pricing behavior is therefore an important component in the design of

subsidies.
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Based on our discussion on the credence component of energy efficiency, we close

with two relevant domains for further research. First, energy performance contracting

may theoretically solve supply side inefficiencies arising from asymmetric information

on energy efficiency. While there exists some studies of contracting in the domain of

energy efficiency, tackling contracting in the context of credence goods is an important

research endeavor. Second, while research on energy labels is large and growing, evi-

dence on the role of the trustworthiness of these labels is sparse. Given the importance

of the credence component for energy technology, understanding the role of trust in

energy certification also constitutes an important area for future research.
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